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Photonic band gaps in materials with triply periodic surfaces and related tubular structures
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We calculate the photonic band gap of triply periodic bicontinuous cubic structures and of tubular structures
constructed from the skeletal graphs of triply periodic minimal surfaces. The effect of the symmetry and
topology of the periodic dielectric structures on the existence and the characteristics of the gaps is discussed.

We find that the C(I2-Y** ) structure withIa3̄d symmetry, a symmetry which is often seen in experimentally
realized bicontinuous structures, has a photonic band gap with interesting characteristics. For a dielectric
contrast of 11.9 the largest gap is approximately 20% for a volume fraction of the high dielectric material of
25%. The midgap frequency is a factor of 1.5 higher than the one for the~tubular! D and G structures. For a
volume fraction of 25% the smallest dielectric contrast required to open a gap for the C(I2-Y** ) structure is
4.5. A gap of width larger than 10% is obtained with dielectric contrasts of 7 and higher.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.115107 PACS number~s!: 42.70.Qs, 41.20.Jb, 02.40.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric composite str
tures that forbid propagation of electromagnetic waves
any direction and for any polarization, for a certain fr
quency range, called the photonic band gap~PBG!. PBG’s
are characterized by two quantities: the width of the ba
gap and the midgap frequency. The characteristics of PB
in periodic dielectric structures depend on the dielectric c
trast between the composites, the symmetry and topolog
the structure and the filling factor, the ratio between the v
ume occupied by each dielectric with respect to the to
volume of the composite.

Many applications of photonic crystals are in the visib
~400–700 nm! or near-infrared wavelength~700–1300 nm!
range.1–6 Finding three-dimensional~3D! photonic structures
with a large absolute band gap in the visual or near-infra
frequency range and suitable for large-scale production
therefore highly desirable. Because of the submicrom
resolution required in the production technology, manuf
turing these 3D photonic crystals is a great challenge. Te
niques involved in the manufacturing process of the P
materials include microfabrication, microlithography, se
assembly methods, weaving of dielectric fibers, and
glancing angle deposition technique.7

In the two last decades several 3D photonic crystal ar
tectures have been proposed and/or produced. Among t
are the criss-crossing pore structures~inverse diamond lattice
of overlapping air spheres in a high dielectric background!,8,9

the woodpile structure,10,11 inverse opal structures,12–14 cir-
cular spiral structures,15 structures from woven dielectri
fibers,16 square spiral structures,17,18self-assemblies of meta
nanospheres,19,20 and bicontinuous21–23 and multicon-
tinuous22,23 cubic microstructures. In self-assembling sy
tems many cubic phases with various symmetries and
pologies have been discovered, see, for example, Refs.
27. However, the list of the experimentally identified cub
phases may be incomplete because the analysis of the
tering patterns of these complex structures can be v
difficult.28,29 In self-assembling systems the gyroid structu
0163-1829/2003/68~11!/115107~13!/$20.00 68 1151
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with Ia3̄d symmetry is observed quite often. Mesoporo
solids ~silicas! exhibiting these gyroid morphologies hav
also been obtained.30–32It was suggested that these structur
have potential as PBG materials.31 Maldovan et al.22 have
shown theoretically that these double gyroid structures,

well as the double P (Im3̄m) and double D (Pn3̄m), do not
exhibit a PBG. Recently, Babinet al.23 studied these tricon-
tinuous structures in more detail. They found that in so
parameter regimes, for which there is an asymmetry betw
two dielectric networks in the structure or for which there
only one pierced dielectric network building up the structu
these cubic structures may have a significant PBG. The
continuous cubic structures with two symmetric dielect
channels, as the ones studied in Ref. 22, show no P
~double D! or very small PBG’s~double P and G!.23 The
more simple cubic structures such as the P (Pm3̄m), D
(Fd3̄m), and G(I4132) structures can develop PBG’s.21–23

The purpose of this paper is to calculate the band g
for a large variety of triply periodic bicontinuous cub
structures: The P, D, G, C(P), C(D), Y, C(Y),6Y, C(6Y),
C(Y** )5C(G), S, C(S), I-WP, F-RD, I2-Y** , C(I2-Y** ),
and L~Refs. 33 and 34! structures and the P, D, and G tub
lar structures. Thereby we focus on the influence of the sy
metry and topology of the dielectric structure on the appe
ance of a PBG. As indicated above, for some of the
structures the band gaps have been studied previously@P, D,
G ~Refs. 21–23! and C~P!, I-WP, F-RD ~Ref. 23!# but for
some cases we find~slightly! deviating results. These differ
ences are extensively discussed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describ
how we generate the different periodic dielectric structu
and how we calculate the PBG’s. In Secs. III and IV w
discuss the results. Section V contains our conclusions.

II. THEORY

In mesoscopic self-assembled bicontinuous cubic str
tures, interfaces separate adjacent regions of different c
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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K. MICHIELSEN AND J. S. KOLE PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 115107 ~2003!
position. These interfaces are triply periodic, i.e., they hav
3D Bravais lattice, and are often called intermaterial dividi
surfaces~IMDS!. IMDS can be approximated by consta
mean curvature surfaces which can be modeled by le
surfaces.33 Single level surfaces, dividing space into two i
finite, connected but disjunct regions, are defined by33,34

f ~x,y,z!5 (
hkl

uF~hkl!u cos~hX1kY1 lZ2ahkl!5t,

~1!

where X52px/a, Y52py/a, Z52pz/a, (x,y,z) are the
positions of atoms in the crystal structure anda denotes the
length of the crystallographic cell, the smallest cube gen
ating space by the lattice.35 ahkl and uF(hkl)u denote the
phase angle and the structure factor amplitude, reflecting
symmetry of the structure, respectively. The parametert de-
termines the volume fraction of the two regions, or lab
rinths. Fort50, Eq. ~1! defines the nodal surfaces.34 They
are used as approximations to the triply periodic minim
surfaces, surfaces for which the mean curvature is zer
every point. Note thatt50 does not always divide space
two regions of equal volume. The labyrinth volume of t
single level surfaces decreases monotonically with incre
ing absolute value oft.36 At t1 and t2, wheret1,0,t2, the
surfaces ‘‘pinch-off,’’ i.e., become disconnected. They do
longer subdivide space into two continuous subvolumes
reduce to a lattice of closed-packed units with a giv
symmetry.36,37 The pinching-off behavior, and hence th
change in topology, can be controlled by considering
skeletal graphs of triply periodic surfaces generated us
level set methods.38 After the surfaces pinched-off, they dis
appear completely for somet,t1 or t.t2.

The two regions defined by the single level surfaces
not simply connected. They interpenetrate each other
complicated way. The topological complexity of the lev
surfaces can be characterized by the genusg.39 The genus
counts the number of handles, i.e., the number of holes in
closed surface. A finite surface of genusg is the topological
equivalent of a sphere withg handles. The genus of a sphe
is zero, whereas the genus of a torus with one hole is 1
what follows we give the genus for the crystallographic ce
The genus is computed using the integral-geometry morp
logical image analysis method.39 The two labyrinths may dif-
fer in shape or there may exist symmetry operations mapp
one labyrinth onto the other. For the case of the PBG str
tures we consider the two regions to consist of material w
a different dielectric constant. This makes the two labyrin
always distinguishable, even if they have the same sh
The symmetry properties of the level surface structures
therefore described by the crystallographic space group
does not include symmetry operations which would int
change the different dielectric regions.

The PBG properties of dielectric structures with IMD
that can be modeled by P, D, G minimal21–23 and level
surfaces22,23 have been studied previously as a function
the dielectric contrast. Representative results were given
a dielectric contrast of 13.21–23 In Ref. 23 also C~P!, I-WP,
and F-RD level surface structures have been investigated
11510
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a dielectric contrast of 13. In this paper we report on ba
gap calculations for periodic dielectric structures defin
by the single level surfaces P, D, G, C(P), C(D
Y, C ( Y), 6Y, C (6Y), C(Y** ) 5 C(G), S, C(S), I-WP,
F-RD, I2-Y** , C(I2-Y** ), and L,33,34 and by the skeleta
graphs of the P, D, and G minimal surfaces.38 Since the
I-WP, F-RD, I2-Y** , C(I2-Y** ), and L surfaces fort50
do not divide space in two regions of equal volume, w
investigate both the direct and the inverse dielectric str
tures defined by these surfaces. The cubic periodic dielec
structures consist of 43434 unit cells of lengtha53l,
wherel is the unit of length, and are characterized by ma
netic permeabilitym(x,y,z)51 and dielectric constant

«~x,y,z!5H «s , if f ~x,y,z!,t

«b , if f ~x,y,z!>t
, ~2!

where«b and«s denote the dielectric constant of the bac
ground and structure, respectively. We choose the dielec
constant of the structure material to be that of Si«
511.9),40 and the one of the background material to be t
of air («51). The volume fraction or filling ratio of the
dielectric material forming the background and structure
denoted byfb andfs , respectively. Varying the parametert
changesfs andfb and hence the composition of the mat
rial. The inverse structures are defined by

«~x,y,z!5H «s , if f ~x,y,z!>t

«b , if f ~x,y,z!,t
. ~3!

For the various periodic dielectric structures we obtain
band-gap maps, showing the band-gap width as a functio
the volume fractionfs , from the computation of the densit
of states~DOS!, or eigenvalue distribution. The DOS is ca
culated using an unconditionally stable finite difference tim
domain ~FDTD! method to solve the time-dependent Ma
well equations.41,42The algorithm used is the T4S2 algorith
and the algorithm-specific parameters aret5Dt
50.075l/c, d50.1l, M58192 ~see Refs. 41 and 42!. The
width of the band gap is defined as the widthDv of the
frequency range of the band gap divided by the midgap
quencyv0 and is expressed in percentages. Angular frequ
cies are given in units of 2pc/a wherec is the speed of light
in vacuum.

III. LEVEL SURFACE STRUCTURES: RESULTS

In Tables I–IV we give the equations33,34 for the direct
and inverse level surface structures together with three
resentative examples of 3D renderings of 23232 unit
cubes of the structures for various values oft. The corre-
sponding volume fractionsfs are also given. Note that th
equations for the direct and inverse structures are the sa
The structures become different through Eqs.~2! and~3! for
the direct and inverse structure, repectively. The structu
are listed in the order of increasing index of their spa
group43 ~see also Table V! and not in order of appearance
the text.
7-2
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TABLE I. Equations of various level surfaces@33,34# and 3D renderings of 2x2x2 unit cubes of lev
surface structures for various values oft and corresponding volume fractionsfs . M52pm/a where M
5X,Y,Z, m5x,y,z anda denotes the length of the crystallographic cell.
115107-3



TABLE II. Same as Table I.
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TABLE III. Same as Table I.
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TABLE IV. Same as Table I.
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We first consider the P, D, and G level surface structu
For the P surface a family of connected level surfaces ex
for 21.45<t<1.45, corresponding tofs values between
0.14 and 0.86, where we calculated the volume fractionsfs
by means of the morphological image analysis method.39 The
D level surface family exists from a volume fractionfs of
0.16 – 0.84 corresponding tot values between 0 andut1u
5ut2u51.00. The G level surfaces pinch-off atut1u5ut2u
51.41 which corresponds to values offs of 0.02 and 0.98.
The t and fs values at pinch-off slightly differ from the
values reported in Refs. 33 and 36. This may be due to
fact that we use the morphological image analysis metho
study the pinching-off behavior of the surfaces. Using t
method, we first construct the level surface structure for v
ous t values, we then search for a change in topology a
function of t, and finally we calculate the volume fractionfs
corresponding to thet value at pinch-off.

Figure 1 shows the band gap maps for the P, D, an
level surface structures. Gaps for a broad range of volu
11510
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fractions are observed for the P, D, and G structures
agreement with the results presented in Ref. 22. For th
structure a gap is found for volume fractionsfs in the range
12–33%, corresponding tot values between21.50 and
20.60. Note that for21.50,t,21.45 the structure is dis
connected and consists of ‘‘spheres’’ on a simple cubic
tice. The largest gapDv/v056.8% is found for a volume
fraction of approximately 24%. The corresponding midg
frequency v050.442. A PBG is absent forfs550% (t
50), in agreement with Refs. 21 and 22. The band-gap m
for D and G level surface structures show that compared
the P structure, the D and G structures have gaps for a m
broader range of volume fractions. The maximum value
the D and G level structures is reached for volume fractio
of 0.25 (t520.60) and 0.21 (t520.90), respectively. For
the D ~G! structure Dv/v0520.3% (21.7%) andv0
50.541(0.474). Comparison of the band-gap maps in Fig
with the ones in Ref. 22 shows that the PBG’s in Fig. 1 clo
at slightly lower filling fractions. This may be due to the fa
7-6
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TABLE V. Maximum band-gap widthsDv/v0, corresponding midgap frequencyv0, volume fraction
fs , and parametert of various single level surface structures with«s511.9 and«b51, categorized by their
space group and genusg. A blank indicates that the structure has no photonic band gap.

Space group~index! Surface g fs ~%! t Dv/v0 ~%! v0

Pa3̄ (205) C(6 Y) 13 17 21.30 8.1 0.786
6Y 21

Ia3̄ ~206! C~S! 65a

P4332 ~212! C~Y! 13 22 21.25 6.2 0.630
Y 13b

I4132 ~214! G 5 21 20.90 21.7 0.474
C(Y** ) 29 18 23.25 11.9 0.514

I 4̄3d ~220! S 21

Pm3̄m ~221! P 3 24 20.90 6.8 0.442

I-WP 7
inv I-WP 7

C~P! 9

Fm3̄m ~225! F-RD 21 31 20.60 6.6 0.773

inv F-RD 21 39 0.80 4.2 0.858

Fd3̄m ~227! D 9 25 20.60 20.3 0.541

C~D! 121c

Ia3̄d ~230! I2-Y** 9

inv I2-Y** 9
C(I2-Y** ) 25 25 21.25 19.6 0.796

inv C(I2-Y** ) 25 39 0.50 4.7 0.675
L 33

inv L 33

aThe value found in the literature for the genus for the crystallographic cell of the minimal C~S! surface is
g517 ~Ref. 44!.

bThe value found in the literature for the genus for the crystallographic cell of the minimal Y surfa
g517 ~Ref. 44!.

cSame value as reported by Garsteckiet al. ~Ref. 45!, but different from the valueg5145 reported by Fisher
et al. ~Ref. 44! for the minimal C~D! surface.
For an explanation of the deviating values of the genus see text.
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that we have chosen a lower dielectric contrast between
media. In general, lowering the dielectric contrast decrea
the band-gap width. In contrast to the numerical method u
in Ref. 22 our method puts accurate bounds on the gap, e
at low volume fractions. Hence the band gap maps in Fig
for the P and D level surface structures close, in contras
the ones shown in Ref. 22. The maximum value for the ba

FIG. 1. Band-gap maps of P~light gray!, D ~dark gray!, and G
~black! level surface structures for«s511.9 and«b51.
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gap widths, the midgap frequency and the corresponding
ing fractions are summarized in Table V.

As mentioned above the characteristics of a band gap
only depend on the dielectric contrast and the volume fr
tions of the two media but also on the symmetry and
topology of the structure. The P, D, and G level surfaces h

Pm3̄m, Fd3̄m, and I4132 symmetry, respectively.34,44 The
P surface has genus 3, the D surface hasg59, and the G
surface hasg55.39 Thus it is of interest to repeat the ban
gap analysis for level surface structures having the sa
symmetry but with different topologies.

We first consider the space groupPm3̄m ~Ref. 43! of the
P surface to which also the C~P! and I-WP surfaces
belong.34,44 The C~P! level surfaces withg59 pinch-off at
ut1u5ut2u50.67 which corresponds to values offs of 0.28
and 0.72. These volume fractions are relatively high co
pared to the volume fraction at which the largest PBG for
P structure occurs. For the I-WP surface, which has genu
a family of connected level surfaces exists for23.00<t
<2.98, corresponding tofs values between 0.10 and 0.9
7-7
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K. MICHIELSEN AND J. S. KOLE PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 115107 ~2003!
Band-gap calculations for both structures show no gap at
volume fraction fort1<t<t2, in agreement with the result
presented in Ref. 23. Since for the I-WP surface,t50 does
not divide space in regions of equal volume, we also stu
the inverse I-WP structure. Also for this structure we find
PBG, again in agreement with Ref. 23. Hence for the le

surface structures withPm3̄m symmetry only the structure
with the lowest genus, and hence the simplest topology, h
PBG.

A level surface which has the same symmetry as the
surface is the C~D! surface.34,44The C~D! level surface fam-
ily only exists for relatively high volume fractions: 0.3
<fs<0.58 corresponding to20.28<t<0.26. The C~D!
surface has genus 121. For the C~D! surface, two different
values forg for the crystallographic cell can be found in th
literature:g5145 as found by Fisheret al.,44 for example,
and g5121 as found by Garsteckiet al.45 This difference
might be caused by the fact that Fisheret al. have worked
with minimal surfaces, while Garsteckiet al. have used the
nodal approximations, as we do in this work. The same r
soning can be applied to explain the fact that the C~D! level
surface does not divide space in regions of equal volume
t50, while the minimal C~D! surface does.44 Our calcula-
tions indicate that the C~D! structure shows no PBG.

The C(Y** )5C(G) surface, also called the compleme
tary gyroid,34 has the same symmetry as the G surface
has g529. The C(Y** )5C(G) level surface family with
g529 exists from a volume fractionfs of 0.29 – 0.71 cor-
responding tot values between 0.00 andutu52.14. For larger
utu values topologically new intermediate surfaces are form
before the pinching-off of the surface. Forutu values between
2.15 and 3.32 the surface changes into a surface with g
5, the same value as for the G surface. Forutu values between
3.33 and 3.40 the surface changes again into a surface
genus 29. The surface finally pinches-off atut1u5ut2u
53.41, corresponding to volume fractions of 0.16 and 0.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the C(Y** ) structure exhibits a
gap for volume fractionsfs in the range 11–38%, corre
sponding tot values between24.00 and21.25. However,
the largest part of the band-gap map, namely for 0.17<fs
<0.29, shows gaps for surfaces which haveg55 and not
g529. The maximum band-gap width of 11.9% is reach

FIG. 2. Band-gap maps of C(Y** ) ~black!, C(6Y) ~light gray!,
C~Y! ~dark gray! F-RD ~light gray encircled!, and inverse F-RD
~white encircled! level surface structures for«s511.9 and«b51.
11510
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for fs50.18 (t523.25). The corresponding midgap fre
quencyv050.514.

For the space groupsPm3̄m and Fd3̄m only the level
surface structures with the lowest genus, namely the P an
structures, respectively, have a PBG. For theI4132 space
group, the G structure withg55 and the C(Y** ) structure
with g529 have a PBG. The gap of the G structure, ho
ever, is much larger than the one of the C(Y** ) structure
and is thus far more interesting. Moreover the largest par
the band-gap map of the C(Y** ) structure is not formed by
surfaces which haveg529 but which haveg55, the same
genus as the gyroid. Hence, for the space gro
Pm3̄m, Fd3̄m andI4132, the cubic structures with the sim
plest topology~lowest genus! have the largest PBG. In wha
follows we investigate whether this is a generic property
not. We study the band-gap maps of the bicontinuous cu
structures in the order of increasing index of their cub
space groups43 ~see Table V!.

Two surfaces having the symmetryPa3̄ but having dif-
ferent genus are the6Y and the C(6Y) surfaces. For the6Y
structures with g521, which exist for 0.35<fs<0.65
(ut1u5ut2u50.37), no gap is found for the range of param
eters analyzed. However for the C(6Y) structures we find a
band gap. The variation of the band gap with volume fract
for the C(6Y) structures withg513 is shown in Fig. 2. The
existence region of the C(6Y) level surface structures is
0.07<fs<0.93, corresponding to21.65<t<1.65. A PBG
is found for volume fractions between 0.08 and 0.
(21.60<t<20.50) and is largest for a volume fraction o
17% (t521.30). The largest band gap~8.1%! is not so large
as the one for the D and G surfaces but the midgap freque
v050.786 is noticeably larger. This can be advantageous
the production of PBG crystals in the shorter wavelen
regimes. Also for this space group only the dielectric stru
ture with the lowest genus shows a gap.

The next cubic space group we consider is theIa3̄ group.
The C~S! surface belongs to this group. For the nodal a
proximation of the C~S! surface the morphological imag
analysis method39 yields g565. This value for the genus i
much higher thang517 reported by Fisheret al. for the
minimal C~S! surface.44 For the C~S! level surface family
connected level surfaces exist for21.41<t<1.41, corre-
sponding tofs values between 0.23 and 0.77. Our calcu
tions show that the C~S! structure has no PBG, which may b
not so surprising due to the high genus and hence com
topology of the structure.

Two other level surfaces belonging to a cubic symme
group based on a simple cubic Bravais lattice are the Y
C~Y! surfaces withP4332 symmetry. Both level surface
haveg513. Fisheret al. found g517 for the Y surface.44

This difference might again be caused by the fact that Fis
et al. have worked with minimal surfaces, while we use t
nodal approximations. The Y level surface structure, wh
exists for volume fractions between 0.27 and 0.73 (20.44
<t<0.44), has no PBG. For the C~Y! surface, a family of
connected level surfaces exists for21.84<t<1.84, corre-
sponding to volume fractions in the range 8–92%. The ba
gap map for the C~Y! structure is shown in Fig. 2. The C~Y!
7-8
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PHOTONIC BAND GAPS IN MATERIALS WITH TRIPLY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 115107 ~2003!
structure exhibits a gap for volume fractions ranging fro
0.16 to 0.35 (21.50<t<20.70). The maximum value
Dv/v056.2% (v050.630) is reached for a volume fractio
of approximately 22% (t521.25), as can be seen from
Table V. The Y and C~Y! level surface structures have th
same symmetry, the same genus, and the same dielectric
trast but only the C~Y! structures have a PBG. The Y stru
tures, however, only exist for a relatively high fraction of t
volume occupied by the high dielectric material, which
general is a disadvantage for the appearance of PBG’s.

A single level surface belonging to a cubic space gro
based on a body-centered-cubic Bravais lattice is the S
face. The S surface hasI 4̄3d symmetry and has genus 2
The family of connected S level surfaces exists for20.74
<t<0.74, corresponding tofs values between 0.12 an
0.88. Our calculations show that the S structure has no P
for the parameters studied.

The band-gap maps of the F-RD and the inverse F-
structures are depicted in Fig. 2. The F-RD surface
Fm3̄m symmetry and genus 21. The cubic space gro
Fm3̄m is a supergroup of the groupPm3̄m, the symmetry
group of the P surface.34,44The groups differ only by a face
centering translation. The F-RD surfaces pinch off att1
521.12 andt250.99 which corresponds to values offs of
0.21 and 0.67. The results show that the F-RD structure
hibits a gap for volume fractions ranging from 0.25
0.43 (20.90<t<0.00). The maximumDv/v056.6% is
reached approximately for a volume fraction of 31%t
520.60). The midgap frequencyv050.773. The F-RD
structure has thus a gap of comparable width as the PB
the P structure, but the midgap frequency is much higher.
the inverse F-RD structure, which exists for 0.31<fs
<0.78 (21.07<t<1.10), we also find a gap with an eve
higher midgap frequency, namelyv050.858. The maximum
width of the band gap is, however, smaller (Dv/v0
54.2%) than the one of the direct F-RD structure. In co
trast to what is mentioned in Ref. 22, for this example
seems that the increase in symmetry of the dielectric st
ture does not destroy the PBG property but allows structu
with a higher genus to have a PBG. Our results for the dir
and inverse F-RD structures are in disagreement with
results reported in Ref. 23, where it was concluded that th
structures do not exhibit gaps at all.

Finally we study three level surfaces belonging to the
bic symmetry groupIa3̄d: The I2-Y** ~called double gy-
roid by Wohlgemuthet al.33!, C(I2-Y** ) ~belonging to the
G8 family33! and L ~Lidinoid!33 surfaces with genusg
59, g525, andg533, respectively. The groupIa3̄d con-
tains all the symmetries of the groupI4132, the space group
of the G surface, as well as the inversion symmetry.43 For the
I2-Y** surface a family of connected level surfaces exi
for 25.00<t<2.92, corresponding tofs values between
0.03 and 0.91. Band-gap calculations for the direct as we
the inverse structure show no PBG, in accordance with
result reported in Ref. 22 for the double gyroid structu
This result could suggest that increasing the symmetry of
dielectric structure destroys the appearance of a PBG~see
Ref. 22!. The C(I2-Y** ) level surface family exists from a
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volume fractionfs of 0.09 – 0.72 corresponding tot values
betweent1522.05 andt250.99. The band-gap maps fo
the direct and inverse C(I2-Y** ) structures are shown
in Fig. 3. The results show that the C(I2-Y** ) structure
exhibits a gap for volume fractions from 0.10 to 0.5
(22.00<t<0.25). The maximum Dv/v0519.6% is
reached approximately for a volume fraction of 25
(t521.25). The midgap frequencyv050.796. This struc-
ture has two attractive features for the production of a r
PBG crystal: A large gap and a high midgap frequency. T
example also shows that increasing the symmetry of the
electric structure does not necessarily destroy the PBG p
erty but allows structures with a higher genus to have a PB
This property was also seen for the direct and inverse F-
level surface structures. Since the C(I2-Y** ) structure might
be attractive for the production of a photonic crystal w
study the dependence of the maximum gapDv/v0
519.6% (fs525%, t521.25) on the dielectric contras
The results are shown in Fig. 4. A gap opens for a dielec
contrast of 4.5 and becomes larger than 10% for dielec
contrasts of 7 and higher. As can be seen from Fig. 3,
inverse C(I2-Y** ) structure has a much smaller PBG th
the direct C(I2-Y** ) structure, namelyDv/v054.7%, and
midgap frequencyv050.675 for a volume fraction of
39% (t50.50). Finally we investigate the L~Lidinoid! level
surface structures. The L level surfaces pinch-off att1
520.35 andt250.30 which corresponds to values offs
from 0.25 to 0.50. The inverse L level structures exist

FIG. 3. Band-gap maps of C(I2-Y** ) ~black! and inverse
C(I2-Y** ) ~gray! level surface structures for«s511.9 and«b51.

FIG. 4. Band-gap as a function of«s for the C(I2-Y** ) level
surface structure with a volume fractionfs525%.
7-9
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TABLE VI. Equations~Ref. 38! and 3D renderings of 2x2x2 unit cubes of various tubular structures
various values oft and corresponding volume fractionsfs . M52pm/a and M 85M2p/4, whereM
5X,Y,Z, m5x,y,z anda denotes the length of the crystallographic cell.
th
ul
gh

s
n-
20.33<t<0.30, corresponding to volume fractionsfs
ranging between 50% and 74%. The direct as well as
inverse Lidinoid structures do not show a PBG, which co
be due to the relatively high volume fractions of the hi
dieletric material.
11510
e
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IV. TUBULAR STRUCTURES: RESULTS

For somet,t1 or t.t2 the P, D, and G level surface
form simple cubic, diamond, and gyroid lattices of disco
nected units.34,35 With increasingutu the minimal surfaces
7-10
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PHOTONIC BAND GAPS IN MATERIALS WITH TRIPLY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 115107 ~2003!
first shrink and look like tubes about the skeletal grap
Then the tubes shrink in the middle while the ends thick
until the surface pinches-off. The pinching-off behavior c
be controlled by considering the skeletal graphs of the m
mal surfaces using level set methods.38 This results in less
shrinking of the tubes in the middle and less thickening
the tubes at the ends so that more cylindrical tubular st
tures can be constructed. In Table VI we give the equatio38

for the direct and inverse dielectric tubular structures
gether with three representative examples of 3D render
of 23232 unit cubes of the structures for various values
t. The corresponding volume fractionsfs are also given.
Note that the equations for the direct and inverse structu
are the same. The structures become different through
~2! and ~3! for the direct and inverse structure, respective
Note that tubes of dielectric materials are in fact only se
for the inverse dielectric structures.

We study the band-gap maps of direct and inverse tub
periodic dielectric structures generated from the skel
graphs of the P, D, and G surfaces.38 The P structure has
sixfold and the D structure has fourfold junctions, where
the G tubular structure consists of triple junctions. Thus
tubular structures have the same topology as their co
sponding level surface structures. Henceg53, g55, andg
59 for the P, G, and D tubular structures, respectively.

Our calculations show that the direct tubular P structu
which exists for volume fractionsfs between 0.29 and 0.9
(219.50<t<0.09), has a band-gap map that is similar
the one of the P level surface structure. As can be seen f
Fig. 5 the tubular P structure exhibits a gap for volume fr
tions fs in the range 19–36%, corresponding tot values
between225.00 and216.50. Note that for225.00,t,
219.50 the structure is disconnected and consists
‘‘spheres’’ on a simple cubic lattice. This also happens
the P level surface structure~see Sec. III!. The maximum
Dv/v054.6% is reached approximately for a volume fra
tion of 27% (t5220.00). The corresponding midgap fr
quency v050.427. The inverse tubular P structure (0.
<fs<0.72,219.5<t<0.09), which, apart from the joints
resembles the circular rod scaffold structure in the sim
cubic lattice,46 has no PBG for a dielectric contrast of 11.
Since it has been shown that the square and circular
structures in the simple cubic lattice have a small PBG fo

FIG. 5. Band-gap maps of P~dark gray!, D ~black!, and G~light
gray! tubular structures for«s511.9 and«b51.
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dielectric contrast of 13,46 our results lead to the conclusio
that small changes to the structure~lower dielectric contrast
and slight shape differences! can make these small gaps di
appear.

The direct~inverse! tubular G structure pinches-off att1
5227.60 (227.60) andt250.59 (0.64), corresponding to
volume fractions between 0.03~0.01! and 0.99~0.97!. Figure
5 ~Fig. 6! shows the photonic band-gap maps of the dir
~inverse! tubular G structures. The band-gap maps are si
lar to the band-gap map of the level surface structure~see
also Fig. 1!. For the direct~inverse! tubular G structure the
maximumDv/v0520.4% (19.9%) is reached for a volum
fraction of fs517% (17%), which corresponds t
t5224.00 (24.00). The midgap frequency is 0.51
~0.502!.

The band-gap map of the tubular D structure is split
two, as can be seen from Fig. 5. Forfs,0.15 (t,
218.90) the structure consists of disconnected dielec
spherical units on a diamond lattice~see also Table VI!. This
structure is known to have a PBG.8 This diamond lattice
structure leads to the upper left part of the band-gap m
The right lower part of the band-gap map comes from
connected tubular structure, which exists for218.90<t
<0.88 corresponding tofs values between 0.15 and 0.9
The midgap frequencies of the diamond lattice structure
almost twice as large as the midgap frequencies of the c
nected tubular D structure, which causes the splitting in
band-gap map. This does not occur in the case of the P l
surface structure although also for this dielectric structure
band-gap map at the lowest volume fractionsfs is formed
by disconnected spheres on a simple cubic lattice~see Fig.
1!. The direct tubular D structure has a maximal band g
Dv/v0519.2% with midgap frequencyv050.546 for a
volume fraction of fs525%, which corresponds tot5
217.00. Note that the band-gap map of the correspondin
level surface structure~see Fig. 1! is not split in two. This is
due to the fact that only the connected structures have a P
for certain volume fractions and that at pinch-off, the D lev
surface structure does not become a diamond lattice st
ture.

The inverse tubular D structure has a band-gap map th
similar to the band-gap map of the corresponding level s
face structure, as can be seen from Figs. 1 and 6. For
inverse D tubular structure the maximumDv/v0521.4% is

FIG. 6. Band-gap maps of inverse D~black! and G~gray! tubu-
lar structures for«s511.9 and«b51.
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K. MICHIELSEN AND J. S. KOLE PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 115107 ~2003!
reached for a volume fraction offs522%, which corre-
sponds tot524.00. The midgap frequency is 0.569. Th
results are summarized in Table VII. Comparable values
the gap size in ‘‘material’’ and ‘‘air’’ rod structures with dia
mond symmetry have been reported in Ref. 47.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For a fixed dielectric contrast the presence of a photo
band gap is due to a complex interplay of composition~vol-
ume fraction of structure and background!, the symmetry and
topology of the periodic dielectric structure. In gener
within one symmetry group, the cubic structures with
simple topology~low genus! show a band gap and the com
plex structures with a high genus do not. Increasing the s
metry of the dielectric structure does not necessarily des
the photonic band-gap property but allows structures wit
higher genus to have a photonic band gap.

For the production of photonic band-gap materials the
G, and C(I2-Y** ) structures are the most interesting on
They all have large gaps of approximately 20%. For the l
wavelength regime the C(I2-Y** ) structure withIa3̄d sym-
metry might be most favorable since its midgap frequen
(v050.796) is a factor of 1.5 higher than the one for t
~tubular! D and G structures. For a volume fraction of 25
the smallest dielectric contrast required to open a gap for
C(I2-Y** ) structure is 4.5. A gap of width larger than 10
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